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About This Game

Spotter is the exciting game where you explore around a mysterious room searching for hidden objects. Find a series of
randomly selected items while you work against the clock. Experience thrills and chills as you peek in the dark while avoiding

some spooky appearances. In this treasure hunt-themed game, find out how to illuminate the room, and use the flare gun to help
you discover the most challenging objects. Plan to complete your adventure before time runs out, and compare your score on

baKno’s Top Players list.
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Title: Spotter
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP

Processor: Single core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Challenging learning curve, but once you get the hang of it, this game will totally engross you. Some camera wonkiness and
balance issues, but I expect these will improve with time.. Good value, since it's the super version. Ive followed EEP for the last
5 years, knowing it would eventually evolve to be quite interesting. No,its not easy to learn. Ive always enjoyed piecing track
together in real life, Ive done severall layouts in the real world, HO,,,027,,,N,,,,,,Trainz seems a bit too easy, and the Microsoft
TS program gets boring very quickly...and this seems be more along the lines of demanding careful planning,,and FEELS more
like a model railroad,,,planning carefully, measuring radii, etc. Getting an understanding of the basics of trackwork is
interesting,,I was pleasently suprised by several features, driving inside the train, etc, sparks upon breaking in the steamers,,,lots
of nice touches,,,....There tons of little surprises along the way,,,this program has been evolving for years and will continue to
grow and improve,,,the difference between, X and the older versions I remember from several years ago is astronomical,,,I
noticed suddenly,,an example,, something floating by a window,,,on closer inspection, it was leaves falling,,these little touchs
add an awful lot to the feel of the game,,and will continue to improve,,,last word, you really have to read the manual very
carefully,,,but well worth the money,,,and comes with tons of assets,,,Im very pleased,,and one more thing,,,editing can be done
practically in real time,,,that I really enjoy,,,. 1/10 Rating

Great concept but it is the same as “No man’s Sky” to be honest.
This game is horrible in terms of menu function and game play in general. You have no idea what you are doing and you have to
play almost an entire day to unlock the achievements which is insane.

If you are a casual gamer looking to have fun in low budget space then this is the game for you.
If you want something more serious and detailed then “No man’s Sky” is the game for you.
. Uzun zamandır oynadığım en iyi rpg'lerden biri. Spiderweb studios'u geç keşfettim ama "geç olsun güç olmasın" demişler.
Diğer oyunlarına da başlamak için can atıyorum. Bioware takımı "bu bölümde hangi travestinin sevişme animasyonunu yapıcaz"
diye kafa yoracağına gitsin cıraklık yapsın bu adamların yanında.

Rpg hastasıysanız kesin alın bu oyunu. Hatta zaten neredeyse bedava fiyatına oyunları, o yüzden bu adamnların bütün serilerini
alın.. This is pretty much my favorite VR game to date. It's easy enough to play at first, gets rapidly more intense, has a variety
of game mechanics that allow you to build up a strategy, has a variety of levels, a variety of game modes, and is generally a very
satisfying shooting game.

VR being what it is (no AAA titles, mostly demos and demos pretending to be games), I'm callthing this is the killer "must have"
game for now.. Love the idea behind this title, it's fun, witty and refreshing.. Note: I was not provided a review copy and did not
buy the game but won one in a contest.

Between being given a copy (and then disliking the game) and the propensity of certain religous supporters to want to very
vocally support this game, I'm quite sure this review will get many downvotes. I applaud the devs for trying to do something
different and historical (I'm a history buff). It's nice to see someone try to do something different. Frankly, I think the idea is
brilliant. The execution....not so much.

As a game, it's a failure on most every level. The gameplay is straight out of Diablo/Titan Quest/Grim Dawn with the one
exception being that you can control multiple party members. As a game, Five has to be measured against that strong
competition and it really fails to measure up. I've played it for an hour and have no desire to return to it (more on that in a
moment).
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The graphics/animations aren't good. Titan Quest is a decade old and looks better. The color pallet is muted and it's often tough
to distinguish details on the screen. The animations are stiff and stilted. Enemies look just like your guys and it can be tough to
figure out who is friend from foe unless you concentrate on the health bars above people's heads. The music/sound is ok though
the voice acting is quite poor. Frankly, I wish they hadn't voice acted the game as just text would have been an improvement.

The cartoon interludes telling the story are pretty cool, if a little heavy-handed on the whole "ordained by God" thing and
actually not accurate, That's actually pretty insulting. An example of this is when they're telling the story of David v. Goliath. In
thie game David claims that he didn't need armor because he was protected by God. Nice try, but no. That's not how the story
goes. He declined armor because he was not accustomed to wearing it! That's fairly unforgivable given how sacred some faiths
hold the source material.

Back to the game, your characters level but you have no influence over their leveling - you don't get to raise their stats or pick
any new skills. You get what you get and that makes character advancement a dull affair.

The one gimmick in the gameplay is that you can control multiple party members. However, it's more limited in reality since
you can control only one at a time (and the others are woefully ineffective when you're not controlling them) this novelty
quickly wears off. Other than that the gameplay is straight out of any Diablo-style game. Each one of the 5 characters you can
control have different abilities but you're better off using the one guy who can stun everyone (I forget who that is). You'll find
other characters not as useful. The abilites aren't anything to write home about and there's nothing that makes you go "wow".
Kicking an opponent or lighting an arrow on fire isn't anything new in the genre.

Itemization isn't anything to write home about either. I know I was only an hour into the game but of the 5 characters, only one
had any kind of decent weapon upgrade. Without being able to control your character advancement, itemization becomes far
more important. I didn't see any real great shakes here and thus this is another missed opportunity. It did not feel rewarding to
play through the game and not get any real upgrades to your characters. Now maybe later on new cool weapons fall like
Frankincense and Myrrh from the sky but it didn't happen early enough in the game to compel me to keep playing.

As mentioned, the enemies are based on the Torah and therefore are pretty run of the mill. Just like the abilities, there's nothing
here to make you go WOW! There are some wild variations on difficulty though and while you'll chew through most enemies
easily some seem abnormally difficult even though they're still white (fodder) enemies.They're basically enemy soldiers.

So far what I've described is a fairly dull Diablo clone. Unfortunately, FIVE gets worse,

Ok, then finally we get to the bugs and the reason I'm no longer playing the game. I've hit four in the first hour.

1. Gold from a chest dropped into an area of the screen my character couldn't access. Very minor.
2. An enemy was shooting at me from an area on the map that I couldn't get to. That's pretty annoying.
3. I managed to roll myself into the crowd and couldn't move in the boss battle against Goliath. He couldn't get to me and I
couldn't get back out. So the only option was to restart the entire battle which required me to play through the ENITRE map
again. Exceptionally annoying.
4. The last was the boss battle at Shebitku. There's a spike trap that comes up to prevent your other characters from coming into
a one-on-one fight. Except when I died (because the difficulty on this battle is so absurd that I died in two hits) the spikes didn't
come back down. Thus I could not re-engage the boss. So I saved. And reloaded the save....and was again placed all the way
back at the start of the level. That's enough. Done. Not coming back.

So as a game what you have is a poor Titan Quest clone with bad animations, no character development, poor itemization,
boring enemies, muddled textures and that's VERY buggy. Beyond the novel concept and the nice developers there's nothing
redeeming here. That's unfortunate because I'd love to see more historical games made outside the wargame genre. But I can't
when the execution of the game is this poor. Thumbs down.. Excellent remake!

Pros:
- Beautiful graphics
- Great sound
- Good playability
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- Excellent ambient
- Good puzzles

Bad:
- Aim system
- 3rd party DRM

Score: 8/10
. \u3042\u306a\u305f\u306f\u672c\u5f53\u306b\u3053\u308c\u3092\u7ffb\u8a33\uff1f

But seriously this is a great skin.
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What♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ wouldnt even bother somhow this game managed to be 10 times worse that TT the game and Ride 2..
Funcom made the very SWLesque, mindboggling call to make a single-purchase DLC character specific and requiring all items
to be claimed on the same character despite it being a know fact the technical backend would alllow a more customer-friendly
solution.

Still, it was a fairly nice package when it included 6k Aurum on top of everything else.

Funcom still charging the same price despite having stealth removed that premium currency component should tell you everything
you need to know about how "honest" and "trustworty" Funcom as a company is.. This game is a LOT of fun and laughs to play
with a group of friends. You do end up dieing more from your friends than the enemies though and its hillarious. First mission we
ever did was me my wife and a friend. She got a strategem pod dropped on her and died, my friend fell off a cliff then walked
into some lava lol, i think later on he shot me and the shuttle landed on somebody. I dont know but it was nuts. The turrets in the
game dont distinguish between friend of foe so you really have to communicate well to play this game. Even if youre doing
something as simple as calling in ammo, you need to let your teammates know so they can cover you, have died a few times because
we werent covering one another.

As far as the game itself the only real complaint i have is the camera is locked to one area and feels really claustrophobic.
Basically everybody in the game shares the camera angle. So if youre fighting something on the bottom and your teammates are
pushing up the camera will push up until you cant see what youre shooting at anymore. I understand this was probably a design
decision to make it feel more claustrophobic but its more annoying than anything else. Other than that one small thing though this is
a great game worth a purchase. I dont know about all the DLC though but it is optional and you dont HAVE to buy them theres
plenty of weapons in the default game.

Cant really think of anything else to say about the game other than im glad i got it and weve had a lot of fun with it.. Bought this
game with a coupon and it's worth the money :)

+ Steam Trading Cards
+ Steam Achievements. Second worst video game Ive played in the last 40 years.. Protag is a bad dryad.. she should feel ashamed
of herself for what she tries to achieve..

Pro:
Realy amazing background and characterdesign
Multiple ways of failing
Cards
Achievements
Rather good storytelling
Possible uncensor with keyword

Con:
The music... realy?... songs for children as bgms? xD (itsy bitsy spider and co) While hilarious... sadly unfitting..

The story didnt realy touch me yet was not bad in itself  and its kinda a rapestory aswell - love potions to get laid is not an accepted
one..she got punished for it though.. so its... questionable in terms of karma and moral

7/10

Best on sale - its sometimes 75-80% off
Not realy suited for children.. maybe 17++ (with and without uncensorcode). Over the years I have played many strategy games,
and this is one that is not just good, it’s fun. As I’m interested in the eastern front and this game surprised me, it does a good job in
characterising some of those conflicts.. What a great chapter! It's so refreshing to deviate from the standard formula even if just by
a bit. Chariots of the Dogs is a completely new approach that pays off in spades. The story and gameplay revolve around exploring
different time periods, leading to some neat causation puzzles that must be solved.

While this is the closest to confusing the series has ever gotten, this episode is so fun. Even failure leads to some great moments of
creativity on Telltales part. Even when you do things incorrectly, seeing the results with some funny dialogue can make the tougher
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challenges much easier to stomach. It's Sam & Max at its best.
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